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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
A network engineer deployed an older switch with the same
spanning-tree priority as the existing root,
which caused a network outage. In which two locations should
the Spanning Tree Protocol root guard
feature be implemented? (Choose two.)
A. on Layer 3 boundaries in the distribution layer
B. globally on all network switches

C. on the designated root switch downlinks to the access layer
D. on the access layers root facing ports
E. on all of the non-root switch facing ports of the access
layer
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three options describe the setup of MySQL High
Availability solutions?
A. setting up three machines configured as follows:Machine 1:
Data Node and mysqld nodeMachine 2: Data Node and mysqld
nodeMachine 3: ndb_mgmd
B. setting up Master and Slave with MySQL Semi-Sync Replication
Plugin
C. providing the Active/Passive setup of MySQL Server running
on two machines with Shared Storage together with OS clustering
to provide storage and Virtual IP failover
D. creating an NFS volume with multiple running MySQL Server
Instances attaching the same NFS Volume with the same datadit
E. Setting up three machines configured as follows:Machine A
with 2 x Data NodesMachine B with 2 x mysqld nodeMachine C with
2 x ndb_mgmd node
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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